**Ivalo Lighting.** a decorative fixture manufacturer, has added a 27” interior sconce to its popular L’ale product family. The new sconce is a sensual, LED-powered design inspired by the company’s original L’ale pendant, introduced in 2006. The L’ale product family, designed by William Pedersen, is the recipient of the 2007 Chicago Athenaeum Good Design Award. The new L’ale cast-aluminum sconce is 27” high, varies in width from 4.25” to 8”, uses tiny, high-power LED light sources, is available in matte titanium, matte slate, and matte graphite, as well as custom colors and is ADA-compliant. For more information about Ivalo Lighting visit [www.ivalolighting.com](http://www.ivalolighting.com).

**Falcon Waterfree Technologies** introduces the new F7000 waterfree urinal, a revolutionary splash-free bowl design that also provides revenue generating advertising opportunity for facility operators. The new urinal has already received accolades from several European organizations for its contemporary design and environmental benefits. The low purchase and life-cycle cost of the F7000 urinal makes it a smart choice for new construction and restroom upgrades. The Falcon F7000 urinal provides a special area for messaging, which can be used to describe water savings and other environmental accomplishments of the facility, or may be employed as revenue-generating advertising space. Advertising on the F7000 urinal is easy to update, easy to clean, and eliminates the need to install advertising frames on restroom walls. For further information visit Falcon Waterfree Technologies at [www.falconwaterfree.com](http://www.falconwaterfree.com).
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